ditions in which his life's thwarted ambitions might have prospered. This was his "mandate," as he termed it once (H.302), which amounts to a reform programme of unheard-of scope, if we assume that Kafka actually thought of himself as a reformer, who might help to create a more humane environment for others. Certainly at the time of the Notebook passage, in 1918, Kafka no longer entertained any hopes for his own future. It was against the background of an ultimately fatal illness that he stated his ambition to create a more humane environment. The passage reads as follows, with reference to the want of soil, air, and precept:
To create these is my task, not in order to go o n and make up for what I have missed, but in order not to have missed anything at all, for this task is as good as any other. It is indeed the most primary task of all . . .. It is not a unique task either, surely it has been undertaken often. Whether it has been undertaken in such degree before, that I do not know, to be sure.
In other words, having made a failure of his life, in the usual sense, Kafka saw the possibility of wresting success from failure, by an undertaking which possibly went beyond anything attempted before, at least in determination. But it is still far from clear what he hoped to accomplish.
Continuing, Kafka makes it clear that his chief qualification for the task consisted simply in his lack of native resistance to the negative forces of his time. In this respect his liability had been nothing less than a gigantic source of strength, he says, for through it he had mightily absorbed all negative tendencies. And from this point of view he even claims the right to be regarded as the representative of his age, the tendencies of which he had never felt himself justified in opposing. This is certainly not the traditional posture of a reformer, one might observe, but the important thing is that we are here at the heart of the Kafka problem, which confronts us precisely in a reformer who regards it as his principal strength that he is more completely imbued with the negative forces of his time than perhaps anyone else. I have paraphrased the pertinent passage, which is important enough, however, to be cited in the original:
Mit dieser (allgemeinen menschlichen Schwache J-io dieser Hinsicht ist es eine riesellhafte Kraft-habe ieh das N egative meiner Zeit, die mif ja sehr nahc ist, die ieh nie zu bekampfen sondern gewissermassen zu vertreten das Recht habe. kraftig aufgenommen.
We must ask ourselves the question what Kafka had in mind when he spoke of "the negative of his time," particularly the minus quality which marked his generation as negative in a higher degree than m odern times in general, and we do not have far to seek. Kafka's generation was the flIst to come under the influence of psychoanalysis. And psychoanalysis without any doubt represents the extreme point in rationalistic scepticism. Freud had asserted that he had found no trace of a soul in the psyche, and had calmly assigned religion to the category of pathology. Never before had the estimate of homo religiostls sunk so low.
That is what Kafka had in mind, as becomes quite clear from the manner in which he continued his self-analysis of 1918, an analysis written in a moment of exceptional matntinallucidity, or "Morgenklarheit" :
I had no inherited share in the scant positive or in the uttermost negative which overturns and becomes positive. I was not, like Kierkegaa rd, led into life by the we.1ry and sinking hand of Christianity, nor did I, like the Zionists, catch the fringe of the fleeing Jewish prayer-shawl. I am an end or a beginning.
These cryptic last words have been quoted by almost every critic, but they have not been understood. The point is that while Kierkegaard in pursuing the "negative" of his time, namely the dialectics of Hegel, had persevered through philosophical scepticism to a paradoxical return to faith in traditional Christianity, and while the Zionists had been driven by a different kind of despair to recapture a residue of Jewish faith , Kafka was faced by the seemingly impossible task of pursuing psychoanalysis to a point where it should overturn of its own momentum and, becoming positive, afford a basis for faith . If Kafka succeeded in this he would indeed be a beginning; if he failed he would mark the end of an era, for none could go farther along the path of psychoanalysis than he. I shall deal with Kafka's success in this endeavour elsewhere, and show that he reached a paradoxical faith in divine guidance proffered in and through dream, a success which parallels the development of Jungian analytical psychology out of the morass of Freudian psychoanalysis. Here I shall address myself more directly to Kafka's relationship to psychoanalysis.
Kafka disliked psychoanalysis, and even hated it for what it had made of his life and of his writing, but he was a helpless victim and practitioner of it and could only hope for salvation by going forward in and through it, trusting that life would become possible on the other side. He did not find life possible in the miasma of psychoanalysis. He rejected it on account of its inescapable dictate of self-observation; it made him feel like a dog sniffing himself; he refused to admit that the maxim "Know yourself" means "Observe yourself" (H.80)-and at the same time he could see no escape from psychoanalysis except in a more searching psychoanalysis. Once man had suffered the decreed "fall," which in Kafka's generation took the form of psychoanalysis, there could be no turning back, without fraudulent self-deception. Integrity required persistence along this path of science to the other side, where life, spiritual life, might again become possible. Hence he had to admit to an inescapable duty to observe himself, no matter how repugnant it was to him.
Psychoanalysis, to Kafka, was "sin," tout court. "Psychology is impatience," he said, and further, "There is only one cardinal sin, impatience" (H. 72, 39). The syllogism completes itself in the statement: psychology is the cardinal sin. And psychology had come to mean psychoanalysis. This sin had become part of Kafka's nature, and that is what made it a sin. It did no good to declare, in the ninety-third aphorism, that he was through with psychology-"Zum letztenmal Psychologie"-he had to strike this aphorism out at a later date. And he had to admit that psychoanalysis was an inescapable reality: "It is no pleasure to occupy oneself with psychoanalysis, and I stay away from it as far as possible, but it exists as much as my generation exists" (H. 278).
The most revealing statement by Kafka, and in fact his only comprehensive utterance on the subject of psychoanalysis, is found among undated fragments in Hochzeitsvorbereitungen auf deln Lande (335). In it Kafka scores the impatience of psychoanalysis in presuming to dispose of and prescribe remedies for "illnesses" which are in fact human bebaviour grounded, he believed, in human nature itself. He begins with an apparent reference to his own bachelorhood, tbat is, his fear of jeopardizing his writing by marriage:
It is onc of the many pathological phenomena which psychoanalysis believes that it has discovered. I do not call it illness, and regard the therapeutic part of psychoanalysis as a helpless error. All these alleged illnesses. no matter how pitiful they look, arc facts that derive from faith, sheet-anchors cast into some kind of mother-soil by a human being in distress. And indeed psychoanalysis fmds the primary basis of religions [0 be nothing else than what underlies the "illnesses" of the individual. To be sure. the religious community is lacking today, the sects are innumerable and mostly limited to individuals, but perhaps that is only how it appears to the eye of the observer who stands in the present. Such sheet-anchors. jfthey lodge in real ground, are not. however, the individual property of a man but preformed in his nature and capable subsequently of altering his nature (and also his body) still further in this direction. And here chey want to cure?
In a note to this passage, Max Brod observes that there is a "curious affmity here with the teachings of C. G. Jung, which Kafka did not know." Kafka knew a great many things without telling Brod, and the problem of the undoubted affinity cannot be dismissed quite so easily, since it informs all of Kafka's writings. What is curious is that Brod should find it so curious.
Kafka's writings abound in characters who appear larger than life, characters endowed with mysterious and portentous significance, like the father in the 'Judgment," the stoker in the story by that name, the serving-woman in "Metamorphosis," the Old Commandant in the "Penal Colony," Klamm and the secretaries in The Castle, and many others. These characters all stand for ideas charged with a maximum of emotional significance and differ from lesser characters in representing a maximum, for all the characters (and things) in Kafka's writings are complexes or emotionally charged ideas; none of them has an objective correlative in the environment. But the portentous characters also differ from lesser characters in representing ultimate psychological realities rooted in human nature. Again and again the fact asserts itself that a father is not only a father, and a hostess is not only a hostess, but something more. They represent something more, archetypal phenomena, to use Jung's term. And these phenomena are what Kafka by "curious affmity" familiarly refers to as "mother-soil," and "real ground," phenomena "preformed in human nature." Kafka felt that these phenomena must be examined with more searching analysis than in Freudian psychoanalysis, where presumption reaches the point of offering to cure human nature.
So far as the therapeutic aspect of psychoanalysis is concerned, then, Kafka regarded it as "a helpless error," but he did not doubt the scientific value of it in relation to its discovery of the importance and the power of the unconscious mind. His first really enigmatic piece of writing, the 'Judgment"-enigmatic, to Kafka, both in its meaning and in the manner of its writing-had persuaded him of the inescapable truth of Freud's doctrine of the power of the unconscious mind. Kafka's faith, moreover, in the indestructible spiritual nature of man, could not but lead him to seek the soul. to seek God, in the psyche. The evidence of a divine presence there was the undeniable, passionately desired but elusive sense of being guided by a higher power, through the mysterious processes of dream and dream-like inspiration in writing. But this feeling of being guided was not enough; Kafka had to know, he had to have clear evidence, rational evidence. He could see no hope for himself unless these two elements, the mystical and the rational, could be harmonized. This union is the requirement of his "mandate" to create the possibilities for spiritual life in the age of psychoanalysis. It would appear, from the critical literature, as if this saintly researcher has been somewhat misunderstood.
The sense of guidance, although so passionately sought by Kafka that his writing became "a form of prayer" (H. 348), did not clearly become a conviction till late in life. During the writing of The Castle it did become a sufficient basis for life and faith-in the form of a psychology which, like Jung's, has guidance through dream as its comer-stone. Jung's psychology, if its mysterious element of guidance is given religious interpretation-an elaboration to which Jung does not object-provides at least a fair indication of the basis of Kafka's faith. But if so interpreted, Jung's psychology becomes what Kafka referred to as a "cabbala," and psychologists, as prudent scientists, are apt to and perhaps compelled to eschew such an interpretation, even if they should feel so inclined, lest they fmd themselves in the position of the secret followers of the Old Commandant in the "Penal Colony," who are "without a name in the colony" and dare not betray themselves.
The evolution of Kafka's sense of guidance is traceable in the diary. On September 16, 1915 , that is, after the writing of the "Penal Colony," Kafka had not yet had any evidence of being "visibly guided"; but on October 30, 1921, the diary takes note of "silent guidance," and from then on, during the Castle period, despite many relapses, there is a crescendo of confidence: between the world represented by F.B. and the world of his own identity (H. 1]2); between "his father's world" and "his world" Qanuary 28, 1922) ; between the world of business and the world of writing; between reason and faith. The two taken together are neither the one nor the other but a "third," either "vital magic" or "non-destructive, creative destruction" (H. 125). None of these definitions can mean very much, except in the context of Kafka's creative writings, where the two worlds can be observed directly, and we can do no better than turn to the examples pointed to by Kafka himself.
On February 9, 1915 , Kafka worked on a story, a fragment we can be sure, for it was like "a fish just barely breathing on a sandbank." As always, he abandoned a story if he had the uncomfortable feeling that it was contrived, and he wrote these highly significant words: " J am writing my Bouvard et Pea/chet very early. The two elements-most pronounced in the 'Stoker' and the 'Penal Colony'-if they do not unite, it is allover with me. But is there any prospect of this union?" The two elements here arc not disparate literary qualities, as has been generally assumed. They are the basic dichotomy of Kafka's nature which asserted itself most clearly in each of these two stories, the "Stoker" and the "Penal Colony." This is surely indicated by the comparison with Flaubert's dichotomous novel. But the important thing is to analyse the two elements in the stories.
We may speak of the two elements which divided Kafka's mind as liberal and conservative cultural tendencies. In fact Kafka dramatized them in these stories as parties of the left and right. It may be said, even, that he never used the terms left and right, even in the most trivial descriptions, without associating them with the two tendencies. The party of the left is the socio-cultural force which has brought into being the society in which we live today, with all of the negative aspects which arc inseparable from its achievements (the society to which Kafka would feel himself irrevocably committed by marriage). These socia-cultural forces, in their effect on the individual, may be subsumed under the term psychoanalysis, in the sense that it, in the name of science, has undertaken to adjust man to all the moral, material, philosophical, and theological transformations brought about by science. So far as Kafka's writings are concerned, the liberal party may be characterized as Freudian psychoanalysis, in contrast to a spiritually concerned psychology, a Kafkian psychology (a way of life which did not permit of marriage for him-not until the requirements of his mandate should have been fulfilled).
In the "Stoker" the liberal party is represented by Uncle Jakob, whom we may visualize as occupying the left side of the stage in the purser's room, on board the ocean liner in New York harbour. He is something of an impostor, living as he does in America under an assumed name. The Uncle seeks to discourage Kar!'s preoccupation with the stoker's fate, that is, to warn against the seductions of a more searching psychology. He continues these efforts in the chapter which follows the "Stoker" in the novel America, but everything he does has the opposite effect. He warns his nephew against watching the street from a distance, but he provides a room for him which has a balcony on the street-side; he deprecates Kar!' s interest in the intricate fuing system on the desk which he has himself obtained for Karl's room, without removing the crank which operates the f!ling system; he frowns on Karl's interest in music, but has a grand piano and other instruments placed in his room. These are, all of them-busy street, intricate fIling system, musical instrumentssymbols of the unconscious mind. Finally the Uncle disowns young Karl for having accepted an invitation to a country estate outside New York, after having himself introduced his nephew to his best friends whom he will visit there. In other words, we have here a vivid illustration of Karl Kraus's aphorism, "Psychoanalysis is the disease the cure for which it purports to be." The Uncle offers Karl a splendid future in America, if Karl will but acknowledge him, and leads him into a morass of selfanalysis and doubt. As in Kafka's writings generally, doubt is symbolized by two close companions-the Uncle's dearest friends, and Karl's two travelling companions who fasten on him for the duration.
The left stage is further occupied by the "impostor" Schubal. Karl cannot help thinking him an impostor as soon as Schubal opens his mouth to make his accusation against the poor stoker. This name "Schubal" is a distortion of 'Jubel," which is a German synonym for Freude Uoy), which in turn is a homonym for the name of the originator of psychoanalysis. Schubal, like all "psychoanalysts" in Kafka's writings, is apt to betray himself by enigmatic joy and laughter. The conservatives don't laugh very much.
The left stage is presently taken over by Schuba!'s "unprejudiced witnesses." The point of the emphasis placed on "unprejudiced" is this: a person interested in psychoanalysis, or a patient examined by a psychoanalyst, cannot help becoming one, in the broad sense in which the term is used here, and becomes automatically conditioned for useful psycho-analytical testimony. Most of the ship's crew have been persuaded to give testimony against the stoker.
The right side of the stage, to speak now of the conservatives, reveals the ship's purser at his table. The money-box appears to Karl to be empty, and the stoker's chances of being paid off are therefore very poor at the outset-if the purser has reasons of his own for not allowing the stoker's claim to his wages. Not only has the crew been turned against the stoker; the officers as well have been influenced by the liberals, for we observe that the captain has left the centre window reserved for him and has gone over to the Uncle's side of the room, at the very beginning of the trial which is held over the stoker.
The stoker, poor man, has a rough time of it. He is a good German on a German ship, but Schubal is a Rumanian; more and more, foreigners are taking the place of Germans on the ship. Just in passing, it should be noted that here as everywhere in Kafka, a foreigner or stranger is a psychoanalyst, one who intrudes where he has no business. A ship is a universal symbol for the psyche. The stoker is not particularly gifted in argument; instead of stating his grievances calmly, he cries out indignantly and incoherently in disgust over having been compelled by his superior, Schubal, to clean toilets rather than stoke the fire. All references in Kafka to the cloaca are allusions to the filth dragged in by psychoanalysis.
It is the Uncle who ruins the case for the stoker by his gestures of impatience and boredom, as he makes slight pretence of listening to the incoherent defence put up by the stoker. But even Karl, who regards this same stoker as the best friend he has in the world, cannot feel that the defence is good enough. The unconscious mind is not apt to be very articulate, of course, and the stoker stands for an unconscious phenomenon of the kind Kafka referred to as some kind of mother-soil into which a sheet-anchor may be cast, an innate archetype of the collective unconscious, namely here the desire for love and fatherhood. The stoker has a sweetheart, Line, but she has been won over, too, by Schubal's unprejudiced witnesses and has jilted the stoker, so there is no pay-off anywhere for him.
Karl may fondle and embrace the stoker, but he has to admit that nothing can be done for him in the face of the clear logic of Schubal's statement, which after the stoker's garbled arguments impresses the listeners "as if they for the first time heard human sounds once more." The sentiment against the stoker sweeps the room; Karl would have to oppose all to support him and perhaps even forfeit the fine future promised by his Uncle. His faith in the stoker is not strong enough for that, but nevertheless Karl cries bitter tears as he departs the ship in his Uncle's embrace, doubting if "this man could ever replace the stoker for him."
The conservative party, then, represented by the feckless paymaster and the stoker, is defmitely a minority party. It represents the human entelechy which makes man a human being-not human in the sense of Schuba!'s "human sounds" but in the sense of a human being capable of faith in himself and in his spirirual destiny. Its defence, when it comes to a trial, is not "logic" but "tnagic."
The two elements are more easily identified in the "Penal Colony." The New Commandant with his entourage of ladies represents the liberal party, "the new mild tendency," which takes account of the psychoanalytical theories and practices of modern times, according to which crime is treated as illness. The New Commandant regards the ancient penal code as inhumanly cruel, with its torture and capital punishment for infractions of discipline. The ladies appear to have great influence on him, and are even permitted to provide sweets and other comforts for the condemned before punishment. So long as he is unable to set aside the established system, the New Commandant does his best to sabotage it by withholding fUnds for replacement parts for the worn punitive apparatus--with the result that the torture is increased rather than lessened, especially by tbe revolting nausea inflicted on the victim through the continued use of the old and much used gag which is placed between his teeth. The New Commandant remains in the background, prepared to take matters into his own hands at any moment, but meanwhile taking no part in the proceedings beyond sending an official witness to the execution which is about to take place. This witness, a globetrotting scientist, is a stranger here, and just as "unprejudiced" as Schuba!'s witnesses. He had, in fact, committed himself to the abolition of the old system even before attending the execution.
In the "Penal Colony" the conservative party is represented by the OfEcer who, by virtue of his close association with the deceased Old Commandant, the inventor of the torture engine, holds the double position of judge for the colony and public executioner. The Officer venerates the memory of the Old Commandant and regards his form of punishment as a procedure "most humane" and "most worthy of man." The torture engine, which in itself represents the philosophy of the conservative party even more adequately than the Officer who attend, it, is designed like a four-poster bed with a box-like superstructure of th, same size as the bed itsel£ It is a fantasti cally sophisticated instrument, a worthy symbol of the human conscience. Between the superstructure and the bed-between mind and body-is suspended a transparent glaS! "harrow," studded with needles capable of reaching all parts of th, human body. When a body has been placed on the bed-the kind of bed that one must lie on as one makes it-the engine is set in motion, and th, needles inscribe on the body, in vibrating, feverish motion, both th, law and the infringement, and administers punishment at the same time. Little time is lost in committing the accused to the apparatus, for th, accused is automatically guilty.
More nonsense has been written about the "Penal Colony" than about any other of Kafka's writing-and that is saying a good deal-especiall) about the masochistic obsession it allegedly betrays. But the formidabl, jurisprudence which deems the accused to be automatically guilty seem, less fiendishly ferocious if we consider the unpleasant fact that conscience operates that way. The twinge of conscience informs us of our guilt and punishes as it informs. We must therefore read the text of the "Peni Colony" in this sense, that under the ancient penal code proceedings an not inaugurated except where the accused is beyond doubt guilty. Thl nature of the guilt must be discovered by reading the inscription engravei on the skin. That is the way conscience operates, but a generation that i, induced to dismiss the idea of sin will experience something of a readinE problem and accordingly refuse to admit guilt. This interpretation of th, "Penal Colony" is borne out by every detail of the narrative itself, all< to read it in any other way is perverse nonsense.
Kafka's imagination did not work in a vacuum; the details of the "Pena Colony" did not rise out of a masochistic delight in painful phantasies they were the product of present and real suffering. The twelve hour, prescribed as the proper duration of an execution reflect the twelve month from August 191 2 to August 1913, during which Kafka was subjected tl inner travail in an informal engagement with F.B. During the first twl hours the condemned man cries out, but the gag stifles his outcries. Thes< are the first two months during which Kafka cried out his pain, in tho form of the 'Judgment," the "Stoker," the "Metamorphosis." No on, understood or heard him, that is, he was gagged. In fact, he didn't himsel understand the real meaning of what he wrote-whether it was guidanc.
or not, whether he was being told to break off the engagement. During the first six hours the condemned man "continues to live almost as before, except that he suffers pain" (exactly what happens to Josef K. when he is arrested). The man is not even gagged after the fust two hours; in fact he is given warm rice porridge to eat. This raises the question of the meaning oHood in Kafka's writings. It has to do with understanding, food for the mind-either the inedible Freudian fare, or the kind that is never to be had, the lack of which makes hungering preferable. No one, says the Officer, ever refuses the porridge at first, not till six hours have passed; then the condemned man refuses it, "he loses the joy in eating." (Even here the word 'Joy" is a muted allusion to Freud.) Now, what happened to Kafka after ingesting Freudian psychoanalysis with joy? (He had thought of Freud in the act of writing his 'Judgment," we know.) On February II, 1913, almost to the day six months after he met F.B., Kafka made an entry in the diary which marked the beginning of a different, a "Jungian" understanding of his own writings. From that moment, like the condemned man, Kafka refused the rice porridge and "spat the last mouthful into the pit."
The Officer describes the turning point of the sixth hour as the beginning of redemption and at the same time as condemnation for the victim:
How silent tbe man becomes at the sixth hour. Even the most stupid commences to understand. It begins around the eyes. From there it spreads . A sight that could tempt a person to join him under the harrow. But nothing more happens, the man simply begins to decipher the writing. his mouth is pointed as if he were listening. You have seen that it isn't easy to decipher the writing with the eyes ; but our man deciphers it with his wounds. To be sure, it is hard work , he needs six hours to finish it. But then the harrow impales him completely and throws him in the pit. where he falls into the blood-water and the cotton batting with a splash . Then justice has taken its course and we, the soldier and I, dig him in. (192 £) It took Kafka another six months to make up his mind to break with F.B., and the event was both redemption and condemnation for him at the same time, the end of unbearably tormenting dreams and the beginning of a sense of having been rejected by life.
When Kafka wrote the "Penal Colony," the execution procedure was about to be repeated, namely in the engagement of 1914. The year-long ordeal had now become the classical form of execution, so enthusiastically described by the Officer. But this time the leather straps are worn out and have to be replaced with chains; the engagement is a formal and more binding one! The scientist representing the New Commandant tries to remain objective in his judgement, but the outcome is the same as in the "Stoker." Like the unfortunate stoker, the Officer begins to shout and becomes quite incoherent in his argument when the decision seems to turn against him but he, too, in the end accepts the decision without question. Any decision is welcome when the pain becomes extreme. The execution is interrupted, as was the engagement, without running its full course. Manfully the Officer takes the consequences. If the old code is rejected by the one and only arbiter, the Officer decides to submit to the new code and test it on his own person. The difference lies in the legal scroll now inserted into the superstructure. The old code was set forth in the first scroll, "Honour your superior," meaning, "Obey your conscience." The new code says "Be just," and this is the point: this imperative is directed against conscience itself, implying that the rational law of man has greater weight than the irrational voice of conscience. But when the Officer is placed in the apparatus and the harrow swings into action, the machine destroys itself and impales the Officer's head on a huge prong. There is no redemption, and the body is not committed to the pit "by an inconceivably gentle motion" of the execution engine. This time it is not torture but murder. Spiritual death is the fate of the Officer under the new code, whereas in the classical execution the body had been placed on the rack for the sake of the soul's salvation-salvation through the revelation of guidance. When the Officer abdicates his high office, he becomes the New Commandant's representative, and gives exemplary illustration of what happens to the soul under the "mild" jurisprudence of psychoanalysis. The condemned man, whose demeanour shows the degrading influence of the new law which calls a halt to his execution, makes evident the Officer's change of identity by pointing to him with his left hand, a gesture which had previously identified the scientist as the New Commandant's representative. The scientist is persuaded in the end by the Officer's fate and becomes a believer in the old penal code. Before leaving the colony he goes on a pilgrimage to the Old Commandant's grave and kneels down. There he learns that the Old Commandant will return and lead his followers in the conquest of the colony. Even so, the scientist is driven from the colony by his doubts, symbolized by his being pursued to the gangplank by the rwo inseparable companions. This is how the story ends, and it is notlegitimate, as W. Emrich has done, arbitrarily to substitute for this ending-even if Kafka was far from satisfied with it-one of several extremely fragmentary endings written merely as experiments mnch later, during the 1917 engagement to F.B.
But what was the nature of the crime to be punished on this occasion? It has been suggested by Emrich that it was a trivial infraction of discipline.' Superficially it may appear so. The condemned man had been derelict in his double duty as guard and servant to his captain. He had been required to sleep before the captain's door and stand and salute every hour on the hour: "Certainly not a heavy duty and quite necessary, for he is supposed to remain fresh both as a guard and as a servant" (188). When he is whipped for failing in his guard duty, the servant bites his master in the leg, like a dog. That is the point-like a dog. The symbolism of the double duty suggests that a human being lives both spiritually and physically, and this man had ceased, like a dog or "psychoanalyst," to live spiritually. Throughout Kafka's writings the dog-motif is used in this sense. This man had ceased to live at peace with himself and lay on the ground tormented by his dreams ("zusammengekriimmt"). His execution had already begun when he was arrested and committed to the execution apparatus in a formal manner. (Kafka certainly had frightening dreams before the formal engagement was actually announced.)
Comparing the "Stoker" and the "Penal Colony" we find that there is a premature termination of proceedings in the "Stoker" also. A more searching examination wonld have established the competence and good faith of the stoker. It was Karl who had permitted the trial to end as it did, and he suffers the consequences ever after. Wherever he goes in America he is condemned without sufficient attention to the evidence. The conclusion is inescapable that in these stories Kafka is chiefly concerned with the problem of insufficient evidence and premature abrogation of the search for the truth, and this was his charge against psychoanalysisnot only as Freud presented it but as Kafka practised it himself He just had to go further, and the outcome had to be different, he felt.
The importance of Kafka's engagements for his writings has not been understood. It was a source of mortifYing shame for him that he found himself unable to write without constantly renewing his attempts to get married. In engagements he experienced the productive kind of suffering without which he was unable to make his writings true prayers for guidance. Feeling himself to be on the verge of obtaining an answer to his prayers for guidance, he just had to seek the renewal of his engagement crises in order to reactivate his dream-like phantasies, even though he despised himself as a reprobate for inflicting such irrational suffering on the woman he loved. Only if he succeeded in convincing himself that his dream-like phantasies were divine guidance could he hope to marry F.B. and try to make her happy. Only then would the reprobate have crossed the desert of psychoanalysis and have a chance of becoming "an honourable man, a man happy in his honourableness."
If it has been tacitly understood here that such a story as the "Penal Colony" is in itself a painful inscription of the kind administered to the victim's body by the harrow of the execution appararus, it has also been understood that the writing of such a story represents a venrure into the unknown, inasmuch as it is the product of pure phantasy and dictated by unconscious processes. The ending of the "Penal Colony," however, is what Kafka would condemn as a "construction." Endings are apt to be constructions, and that is why most of Kafka's writings remained unfinished. His beginnings, however, are completely without premeditation and most genuinely indicative of the basic experience that fmds expression. It is therefore extremely interesting to read the symbolism at the beginning of the "Stoker" as an indication of the narure of the portentous events to follow. I am referring to the Statue of Liberty past which Karl sails, to land in the brave new world of the "mild tendency." Kafka has been reproached for making the inexcusable error of placing a sword in the hand of the Goddess of Liberty, instead of the flaming torch. By suggescion, however, the flame is there as well as the sword, and what could have been a more evocative symbol than this for the angel with the "flaming sword"? Kafka's angel guards the gate of the Garden of Eden, which to him was at one and the same time a symbol for the unconscious mind and for true marriage. There is a similar explanation for the curious idea of travelling "east" from New York to San Francisco. In Kafka's writings, the non sequitur aside, the east always stands for the deeper unconscious which he sought to explore by a more searching psychology, a psychology of faith in guidance.
Is Kafka justified in regarding Freudian psychoanalysis as a negative force? From a spiritual point of view there can be no doubt that Freud's has been a negative influence. In exploring the inner unknown Freud made up his mind too soon about the nature of the unknown; his attitude towards the unconscious was essentially defensive and therapeutic. Unable to live in Freud's world, Kafka explored further the inner unknown, in search of the kind of air he could breathe. His sense of spirirual deprivation, a deprivation represented and heightened by psychoanalysis, is shared by millions, and a story like the "Penal Colony," if rightly understood, is a genuine expression of the spiritual distress of our time. But Kafka ultimately brought back from the unknown an assurance of guidance; he harmonized the disparate elements of his being and created for himself the spiritual conditions in which his mundane aspirations might have prospered-and belatedly did prosper in a modest degree. 
